To: Joint Steering Committee for Development of RDA

From: Alan Danskin, United Kingdom Representative

Subject: Appendix I Relationships for works issued over time. UK Response.

The decision to merge UK representation was taken after submission of the British Library’s proposals to the JSC Secretary. This response reflects the views of CILIP members of the CILIP/BL Committee as expressed through the committee’s wiki and at the meeting on 10th September.

General Comments
CILIP agreed with the proposal in principle and suggested the improvements and corrections listed below.

Specific Comments
Change #1: To avoid misunderstanding, the addition of the following phrase to the definition of Publishing Director is proposed:

“...but without having significant creative input”

MARKED UP COPY

I.2.2 Relationship Designators for Other Persons, Families, or Corporate Bodies Associated with a Work

publishing director: a person, family or corporate body having legal and/or intellectual responsibility for the content of a work, but without having significant creative input

CLEAN COPY

I.2.2 Relationship Designators for Other Persons, Families, or Corporate Bodies Associated with a Work

publishing director: a person, family or corporate body having legal and/or intellectual responsibility for the content of a work, but without having significant creative input

Change #2:

Option A was unanimously preferred.